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ACROSS

2 _____ is a classif ication of

hy drocarbons and is specif ied f or 

use in air-conditioning sy stems 

that hav e been charged 

(retrof itted) f rom CFC-12 to HFC-

134a.

5 The intensity  of  a v ibration

depends on how much _______ 

energy , or energy  in motion the 

atom or molecule contains.

6 ________ humidity  is the

percentage of  how much moisture

is present in the air compared to 

how much moisture the air is 

capable of  holding at that 

temperature.

9 The characteristic of  being able to

be mixed is called ________.

10 The abbrev iation f or an ev aporator

pressure regulator v alv e is ___.

12 ________ humidity  is the

measurement of  the weight of  the 

water v apor in a giv en v olume of  

air.

13 Compressors that use a swash

plate are of ten called _____ 

compressors.

16 Molecules in a substance v ibrate

rapidly  in all directions, and this 

disorganized energy  is called 

____.

18 The ref rigerant is circulated

through the sy stem by  a 

__________ that is powered by  

the engine through an accessory  

driv e belt.

19 A commonly  used method to

control ev aporator temperature is

to use a thermostat to control the 

compressor. Air-conditioning 

compressors use an 

____________ clutch.

DOWN

1 Relativ e humidity  is commonly

measured with a __________ or a

psy chrometer.

3 Some compressors use a _____

_____, or axial plate. This plate is 

rigidly  mounted to the belt-driv en 

shaf t at an angle.

4 A ______ is a substance that

cannot be compressed.

7 In TXV sy stems, A ______ _____

is a ball and seat v alv e used to 

increase or decrease the size of  

an opening.

8 The _______ _____ is the

temperature at which a liquid 

substance turns to a v apor.

10 Liquid ref rigerant ev aporates in

small radiator-ty pe unit called the 

_________.

11 The engine coolant f lows through

______ _____ and a heater core.

14 The _________ looks like another

radiator, and its purpose and 

f unction is the same as the cooling

sy stem radiator, to remov e heat 

f rom the high-pressure gas.

15 A ______ motor with a squirrel

cage-ty pe f an is usually  used to 

f orce air through the heater core 

and into the passenger 

compartment.

17 The heating,v entilation, and air-

conditioning sy stem is of ten 

abbrev iated ____.


